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"WE EXIST TO AID THE MAN WHO CANNOT HELP HIMSELF"
HOW TO APPLY FOR YOUR RECORDS

WE CANNOT OVERLY STRESS THE IMPORTANCE OF THIS DOCUMENT. THIS IS AN ESSENTIAL DOCUMENT TO YOUR CASE.

YOU MUST EXAMINE THIS DOCUMENT WITH EXCEPTIONAL CARE; IT IS STRONGLY SUGGESTED YOU GO OVER IT TIME AND TIME AGAIN UNTIL YOU ARE SATISFIED YOU HAVE MADE PERTINENT REFERENCES. YOU MUST TRY TO IDENTIFY YOURSELF WITH ANY POSSIBLE CONNECTION THESE DOCUMENTS SUGGEST TO YOU. YOU MUST TRY TO IDENTIFY EACH SOURCE IN WHICH YOU MIGHT BE MENTIONED. (ADDITIONAL INFORMATION SUCH AS SERVICE NUMBER, NAMES OF ANY CAMPS OR HOSPITALS IN WHICH HE WAS HELD, OR THAT HE WAS A DOWNED AIRMAN WILL ASSIST US IN THE SEARCHES).

WE RECOMMEND AND ADVISE STRONGLY YOU REQUEST ONLY THOSE FILES WHICH YOU FEEL MAY CONTAIN YOUR NAME. THE RECORDS CENTER HAS ITS HANDS FULL AND THEY ARE RUNNING BEHIND THE WORK LOAD. FURTHERMORE, THEY WILL EXTRACT ONLY THE LINE ON WHICH YOUR NAME APPEARS: NOTHING ABOVE, NOTHING BELOW

YOU WILL INITIATE A REQUEST AND YOUR LETTER MAY FOLLOW THE FOLLOWING FORMAT:

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
BRANCH OF SERVICE
SERIAL NUMBER
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

RECORDS IN CUSTODY OF THE MODERN MILITARY BRANCH, NATIONAL ARCHIVES & RECORDS SERVICE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20408

OR

RECORDS IN THE CUSTODY OF THE GENERAL ARCHIVES DIVISION NATIONAL ARCHIVES
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20409

Dear Sirs:

I was a prisoner of war in Europe/the Pacific during World War II. Please search records in your custody for documentation to verify my POW status, including any available medical information.

I am particularly interested in the information contained in Record Group 389, Record Group 153.

I have at present, a claim pending with the Veterans Administration, and the information is needed to help substantiate my claim.

signed,

IF YOUR AIRCRAFT WAS SHOT DOWN YOU WOULD REQUEST RECORDS OF THE GERMAN AIR FORCE COMMANDS (LUFTGAUKOMMANDOS) RG 242/1033. LIST YOUR AIRCRAFT NUMBER AS FOUND IN INDEX.

ALSO, BE SURE TO SEND FOR YOUR COMPLETE SERVICE RECORDS FROM DATE OF ENLISTMENT TO DATE OF DISCHARGE. THIS INCLUDES ALL COMBAT AND MEDICAL RECORDS

IF YOU SERVED IN GERMANY OR KOREA, THE ADDRESS IS: GENERAL ADMINISTRATION SERVICE
9700 PAGE AVENUE ST.
LOUIS, MO 63132

THE NUMBERS USED HERE ARE AS AN EXAMPLE--YOU WILL USE THE NUMBERS APPLYING TO YOU.

THE ADDRESS APPLIES TO ALL MILITARY PERSONNEL WHO SERVED IN THE EUROPEAN AND SOME FROM THE PACIFIC THEATERS.
INVENTORY OF RECORDS OF WORLD WAR II
AMERICAN EX-PRISONERS OF WAR
IN THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES
AND FEDERAL RECORDS CENTERS,
GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

A. Records in Custody of the Modern
Military Records Division,
National Archives and Records Service
Washington, D.C. 20408

1. Record Group 242. Records in the file series EAP 97/122 (Miscellaneous German Records Collection), of the World War II Collection of Seized Enemy Records, contain a file of 10,200 cards (6"x8") on United States soldiers captured by the Germans, 1942-1945. The cards, arranged alphabetically by name, were prepared and maintained by German Army High Command POW Camp authorities. Each card has the following entries: name, prisoner number, date of birth, rank, unit, army serial number, date and place of capture, health status, height, hair color, civilian occupation, marital status, religion, names of parents, fingerprints, photograph, and pay record. This card series is on microfilm (identified as microcopy T84, rolls 358-374.)

2. Record Group 389. Records of the Office of the Provost Marshal General contain alphabetical lists of American prisoners of war recovered from Japanese and German camps; reports on conditions at prisoner-of-war camps (including reports of the International Red Cross); and other correspondence, cables and reports on transfers of prisoners, dates of capture and liberation of prisoners, prisoner escapees, and related prisoner-of-war matters. Some information on the medical condition of individual prisoners can be found in these records. The records contain information classified through SECRET.

A. Records in the Custody of the Archives
Branch, Washington National Records
Center, General Services Administration
Washington, D.C. 20409

1. Record Group 112. Records of the Office of the Surgeon General (Army). Records relating to repatriated prisoners of war, 1942-1947. 8 cubic feet. Arranged alphabetically, for the most part by name of prisoner. Material includes, (1) plans for the medical survey of repatriated American prisoners of war returning from the Far East; (2) Surgeon General's Office medical examination forms for turning POW's; (3) Final Report of Medical Survey Board, Letterman General Hospital, San Francisco, California; and (4) study of prisoners of Davao Penal Colony (photographs included). General File (identified as 383.6), regarding prisoners of war. Includes material on "Report of American Repatriate War Camps in Germany;" transfer of prisoners of war; and medical list for Allied prisoners of war in Far East. Less than 1 cubic foot, 1943-1946.

2. Record Group 153. Records of the Office of The Judge Advocate General (Army). After World War II, ex POW's were interrogated by officers of the Office of The Judge Advocate General and depositions were taken as to the location of the POW camp in which the POW was held, treatment given while at the camp, medical treatment given, if any, and names of perpetrators. There is an alphabetical index to POW's perpetrators. 800 cubic feet, 1941-45.

3. Record Group 242. World War II Collection of Seized Enemy Records. Records as shown in letter from The Adjutant General to Dr. James B. Rhoads, Archivist of the United States, dated June 28,1968, paragraph 3b, are described in the attached listing. 200 cubic feet.

4. Record Group 331. Records of Allied Operational and Occupation Headquarters, World War II. Records of the Legal Section, Supreme Commander, Allied Powers (SCAP). These records contain basically the same information, including an index, as the records in Record Group 153 described above, except that they relate to POW's held by Japan.
5. **Record Group 332. Records of United States Theaters of World War II.** Records of MIS-X Detachment, G-2, ETOUSA-7707th, include interrogation reports of the airmen upon their return to Allied control. Includes names of people (French, Dutch, Belgian, etc.) who helped Allied airmen escape from the Continent, description of help and medical treatment if given. Alphabetical index included. 235 cubic feet.

1. **Record Group 332. Records of the Provost Marshal Section, European Command,** consisting of the following: ETOUSA MD Form No. 1, notification of death, admission or discharge from U.S. Army hospitals (RAMP), showing name of individual, rank, service number, source of admission, tentative diagnosis, disposition, final diagnosis, and name and location of reporting hospital. All entries are not executed on all reports. 14 cubic feet, 1945, two series arranged alphabetically by name of individual numbered reports of status of American POW's, (photostat copies) prepared by Prisoner of War Information Bureau lists American POW in enemy hands as well as interned by neutral countries; shows name, rank, service number, organization of assignment, place and date, captured, POW number, physical condition, nearest relative. **All entries not executed.** 1 cubic foot, 1942-1945, arranged chronologically and thereunder alphabetically by name.

   a. Rosters of casualties, showing name, rank, status (MIA, POW, etc.) and organization of assignment. Less than 1 cubic foot, 1945-1946 arranged in service number sequence.

   b. Flex-0-Line Book American Military Personnel (photostat copy), confirms POW status for all Theaters. Lists name, service number, source of information, date. Some entries are noted wounded, killed, died or serious wounds, 1 cubic foot, 1943-1945, arranged alphabetically by name.

   c. Rosters of Military Personnel Missing in Action showing name, rank, service number, organization of assignment and date and place reported. 7 cubic feet, 1945, arranged alphabetically by name or in service number sequence.

   d. Report of International Red Cross, consisting of general reports on condition and facilities of enemy POW camps from inspections made by neutrals. No information on individuals. Less than 1 cubic foot, 1944-1945, arranged alphabetically by name of POW camp.

   e. Nominal Rolls of POW (RAMFS), consisting of miscellaneous registration cards and sheets listing Branch of Service, PW Camp last interned, name, service number, organization of assignment and physical condition. Those executed by medical units show diagnosis. 21 cubic feet, 1945, arranged by reporting organization and thereunder alphabetically by name.

**RECORDS OF THE GERMAN AIR FORCE COMMANDS (LUFTGAUKOMMANDOS)**

**RG 242/1033**

**Item No. 12**

**Containers 1 - 202**

**Rows 71 - 74**

Original German records, English translations, 17 reels of film and photocopies thereof, also typed copies of film lists by volumes, on Allied aircraft shot down during WWII, mainly in Europe and North Africa, also Japan. At the beginning of the collection are four (4) metal leaf indexes, one (1) arranged alphabetically, three (3) by dates when the aircrafts were shot down, giving the aircraft symbol (KU, ME, KSU, USA 1000A, J, KE, U, KJU, KSUJ, AND AV), and locality where the aircrafts were shot down. Included is also a typed list of all POW Camps in Germany, Austria, Greece, Czechoslovakia, Holland, France, Belgium, Denmark, Rumania, Bulgaria, Italy, Hungary, Yugoslavia, Poland, and North Africa.
Stand 1. Metal leaf alphabetical index file on Allied aircrafts shot down during WWII, arranged by localities from AACHEN - AWOLIE

Stand 2. Metal leaf index file on Allied aircrafts shot down during WWII, arranged by dates from April 1, 1944 to June 30, 1944.

Stand 3. Metal leaf index file on Allied aircrafts shot down during WWII, arranged by dates from July 1, 1944 to December 31, 1944.

Stand 4. Metal leaf index file on Allied aircrafts shot down during WWII, arranged by dates from January 1, 1945 to April 23, 1945

Box 3 Typed copy of German POW camps in Germany, Austria, Greece, Czechoslovakia, Holland, France, Belgium, Denmark, Rumania, Bulgaria, Italy, Hungary, Yugoslavia, Poland, and North Africa, indexes on causalities. A-K.

Box 6 Typed copies of indexes on casualties L-Z.

Box 7 Photocopies of Film #1, Volumes 1 - 4.

Box 8 Photocopies of Film #1, Volumes 5 - 6; Film #2, Volumes 1 - 3.

Box 9 Photocopies of Film #3, Volumes 1 - 2; Film #4, Volume 1.

Box 10 Photocopies of Film #4, Volumes 2 - 4.

Box 11 Photocopies of Film #4, Volumes 5 - 6; Film #5, Volumes 1 - 16; Film #6, Volumes 1 - 5.

Box 12 Photocopies of Film #6, Volumes 6 - 11; Film #7, Volumes 1 - 15; Film #8, Volumes 1 - 16; Film #9, Volumes 1 - 16; Film #10, Volumes 1 - 13.

Box 13 Photocopies of Film #11, Volumes 1 - 6, 8, 10 - 14; Film #12, Volumes 1 - 2; Film #13, Volumes 1 - 2.

Box 14 Photocopies of Film #13, Volumes 3 - 4; Film #14, Volumes 1 - 14.

Box 15 Photocopies of Film #15, Volumes 1 - 14.

Box 16 Photocopies of Film #16, Volumes 1 - 11; Film #17, Volumes 1 - 12. Charge-Out Sheet, transfer of 17 reels of microfilm to Misc Microfilm Cabinet (National Archives).

Box 17 Two typed indexes on Film
Typed copies of Film #1, Volumes 1-5; Film #2, Volumes 1-3; Film #3, Volumes 1-2; Film #4, Volumes 1-6; Film #5, Volumes 1-16.

Box 18 Typed copies of Film #6, Volumes 1-11; Film #7, Volumes 1-15; Film #8, Volumes 1-16; Film #9, Volumes 1-16.

Box 19 Typed copies of Film #10, Volumes 1-13; Film #11, Volumes 1-14; Film #12, Volumes 1-2; Film #13, Volumes 1-4; Film #14, Volumes 1-14.

Box 20 Typed copies of Film #15, Volumes 1-14; Film #16, Volumes 1-11; Film #17, Volumes 1-12.

Box 21 Typed index on Film
Typed copies of Film #1, Volumes 1-5; Film #2, Volumes 1-3; Film #3, Volumes 1-2; Film #4, Volumes 1-6; Film #5, Volumes 1-16.

Box 22 Typed copies of Film #6, Volumes 1-11; Film #7, Volumes 1-15; Film #8, Volumes 1-16.
Typed copies of Film #10, Volumes 1-13; Film #11, Volumes 1-14; Film #12, Volumes 1-2; Film #13, Volumes 1-3; Film #14, Volumes 1-14; Film #15, Volumes 1-11; Film #17, Volumes 1-12.

Typed copies of Film #1, Volumes 1-5; Film #2, Volumes 1-3; Film #3, Volumes 1-2.

Typed copies of Film #4, Volumes 1-6; Film #5, Volumes 1-10, 15 16.

Typed copies of Film #5, Volumes 11-20; Film #6, Volumes 1-11; Film #7, Volumes 1-15.

Typed copies of Film #8, Volumes 1-16; Film #9, Volumes 1-16.

Typed copies of Film #10, Volumes 1-13; Film #11, Volumes 1-14; Film #12, Volumes 1-2;

Typed copies of Film #13, Volumes 1-4; Film #14, Volumes 1-14; Film #15, Volumes 1-14; Film #16, Volumes 1-11.

Typed copies of Film #17, Volumes 1-12; misc. lists on film; alphabetical lists on film.

Original German records on Allied aircrafts shot down during WWII. KU-1 – KU-1025.

KU-1026 - KU-1100; KU-1000 - KU 1892.

KU-1101 - KU-1200,

KU-1201 - KU-1275.

KU-1276 - KU-1325.

KU-1326 - KU-1375.

KU-1376 - KU-1440.

KU-1441 - KU-1500.

KU-1501 - KU-1575.

KU-1561 - KU-1625.

KU-1626 - KU-1700.

KU-1701 - KU-1760,

KU-1761 - KU-1825.

KU-1826 - KU-1875; KU-1800 - KU 2599.

KU-1876 - KU-1904; KU-1900 - KU 2599.


KU-1981 - KU-2035.

KU-2036 - KU-2125.

KU-2126 - KU 2240

KU-2241 - KU-2300

KU-2301 - KU-2380.

KU-2381 - KU-2437.

KU-2438 - KU-2500.

KU-2501 - KU-2560.

KU-2561 - KU-2600; KU-2600 - KU-3199.

KU-2601 - KU-2660.
Box 57  KU-2661 - KU-2720.
Box 58  KU-2721 - KU-2780.
Box 59  KU-2781 - KU-2840.
Box 60  KU-2941 - KU-3040.
Box 61  KU-3041 - KU-3120.
Box 62  KU-3121 - KU-3180.
Box 63  KU-3181 - KU-3200; KU-3201 - KU-3240; KU-3281 - KU-3300.
Box 64  KU-3241 - KU-3320.
Box 65  KU-3321 - KU-3375; KU-3200 - KU-3797.
Box 66  KU-3376 - KU3425.
Box 67  KU-3376 - KU3500.
Box 68  KU-3426 - KU3600.
Box 69  KU-3501 - KU-3675.
Box 70  KU-3676 - KU-3800.
Box 71  Original German records on Allied aircrafts shot down during WW II.
Box 73  ME-1400 - ME-2099; ME-2100 - ME-2941; ME-2200 - ME-2963.
Box 74  KSU-43 - KSU-3658.
Box 75  Original German records on Allied aircrafts shot down during WW II.
Box 76  USA-1000A No 41 - 100; USA-1000A No. 1 - 115; USA-1000A No. 15 - 27.
Box 77  Original German records on Allied aircrafts shot down during WW II.
Box 82  J-1301 -J1381 - J1470; J-1471 - J-1580 J 180
Box 89  Original German records on Allied aircrafts shot down during WW II.
Box 90  KU-559A, Volume 4; KU-559A - KU-3797; Ku-640A - KU-665A.
Box 91  KU-666A - KU-700A; KU-686A - KU-698A; KU-667A - KU-1276AtME-83A-ME-204A; KU-701A - KU-725A.
Box 92  KU-726A - KU-750A; KU-751A - KU-776A; KU-776A - KU-800A; KU-801A - KU-825A.
Box 93  KU-826A -KU-850A; KU-851A - KU-875A; KU-876A - KU-900A; KU-901A - KU-925A.
Box 94  KU-926A - KU-950A; KU-951A - KU-975A; KU-976A - KU-1000A; KU-1001A - KU-1025A.
Box 92  KU-1026A - KU-1090A; KU-1091A - KU-1130A.
Box 93  KU-1131A - KU-1170A; KU-1171A - KU-1210A; KU-1211A - KU-1250A.
Box 94  KU-1251A - KU-1290A; KU-640A - KU-1280A.
Box 95  Original German records on Allied aircrafts shot down during WWII. 
         ME-1 - ME-200.
Box 96  ME-201 - ME-879.
Box 97  ME-880 - ME-987.
Box 98  ME-988 - ME-1075.
Box 99  ME-1076 - ME-1160.
Box 100 ME-1161 - ME-1275.
Box 101 ME-1276 - ME-1360.
Box 102 ME-1361 - ME-1450.
Box 103 ME-1451 - ME-1538.
Box 104 ME-1539 - ME-1625.
Box 105 ME-1626 - ME-1725.
Box 106 ME-1726 - ME-1850.
Box 109 ME-2076 - ME-2175.
Box 110 ME-2176 - ME-2275.
Box 111 ME-2276 - ME-2390.
Box 112 ME-2391 - ME-2480.
Box 113 ME-2481 - ME-2570.
Box 114 ME-2571 - ME-2630.
Box 115 ME-2631 - ME-2750.
Box 116 Original German Records on Allied aircrafts shot down during WWII. 
         American Vorgange (American Incidents)
         Av-1 - AV-200; Av-201 - Av-425; Av-426 - Av-550; Av-551 - AV-680; AV-681-AV-810.
Box 117 AV-811 - AV-958; AV-951" AV-1100; AV-1101 - AV-1260; AV-1261 - AV 1375; 
         AV-1261 - AV-1375; Av-1376 - Av-1572; Av-1573 - Av-1790; Av-1791 - Av-1990; 
Box 118 Original German Records on Allied aircrafts shot down during WWII. 
         Auswertestelle West (Evaluation Area West) Flak I/382. Casualty lists.
Box 119 Misc. casualty lists, POW camp records.
Box 120 POW camp records, Volumes 1-4.
Box 121 POW transfer lists. KE-10061 - KE-10090; U-2600 - U-3632.
Box 122 Original German records on Allied aircrafts shot down during WWII. 
         KU-798A - KU-3498; KU-559A; MB-125A - ME2742; USA-1000A; GB-2000A; J-303 - J-2873 
         U-2615 - U-3632; KE-KU-KUA-ME-J by date. POW property receipts 0706 - 4896.
Box 123 Original German records on Allied aircrafts shot down during WWII. 
         OXW Auskunft (Information on POWs) 1-2--; misc. JU, J, KE, and KSU reports.
Box 124 Typed reports on Allied aircrafts shot down during WWII, arranged by date. 
Typed reports on Allied aircrafts shot down during WW II, arranged by date. June 13, 1943 - August 31, 1943.

Typed reports on Allied aircrafts shot down during WW II, arranged by date. September 1, 1943 - February 29, 1944

Typed reports on Allied aircrafts shot down during WW II, arranged by date. March 1, 1944 - May 25, 1944.

Typed reports on Allied aircrafts shot down during WW II, arranged by date. May 26, 1944 - June 30, 1944.

Typed reports on Allied aircrafts shot down during WW II, arranged by date. July 1, 1944 - August 31, 1944.

Typed reports on Allied aircrafts shot down during WW II, arranged by date. September 1, 1944 - November 30, 1944.

Typed reports on Allied aircrafts shot down during WW II, arranged by date. December 1, 1944 - September 28, 1945.


Typed translations from KU-559A - KU-3800.


Typed translations on correspondence, transfer lists, material evaluations, misc. reports, and indexes to case numbers.

Typed translations on misc. casualty reports, & alphabetical list - DAHLMAN-GUSTAFSON.

Misc. translated reports, dog tags and two bags of photographs.

Misc. translated reports on British and American aircrafts shot down.

Photocopies of Casualty List no. 12-55.

Photocopies of Casualty List no. 56 - 80.

Two typed translated alphabetical lists on Allied aircrafts shot down.

Typed copies of alphabetical indexes on Allied aircrafts shot down. A - Z.

Typed copies of alphabetical indexes on Allied aircrafts shot down. A - Z. Death List A-Z.

Typed copies of POW Camp transfers, correspondence concerning POW property and lists of confiscated items.

Typed translated copies of casualty lists from KU-1 - KU-1250.

" " " " " " " KU-1251 - KU-1525.

" " " " " " " KU-1526 - KU-1950.

" " " " " " " KU-1950 - KU-2325.

" " " " " " " KU-2326 - KU-2575.

" " " " " " " KU-2576 - KU-2899.

" " " " " " " KU-2900 - KU-3275.

" " " " " " " KU-3276 - KU-3797.

" " " " " " " from KU numbers, arranged alphabetically from A - F.

Typed translated copies of casualty lists from KU numbers, arranged alphabetically from G - M.

Typed translated copies of casualty lists from KU numbers, arranged alphabetically from N - Z.
Typed translated copies of casualty lists from AV-1 – AV-950.
Typed translated copies of casualty lists from AV-951 – AV-2100.
Typed translated copies of casualty lists from AV-2101 – AV-2412.
Typed translated copies of casualty lists from J-1 – J-1349.
Typed translated copies of casualty lists from J-1350 – J-2100.
Typed translated copies of casualty lists from J-2101 – J-2600.
Typed translated copies of casualty lists from J-2601 – J-3217; KU62 – KU-3720.
Typed translated copies of casualty lists from KU-559A – KU-825A.
Typed translated copies of casualty lists from KU-826A – KU-1290A; KU-1971 – KU-3769.
Typed translated copies of casualty lists from ME-1400 – ME-2092; ME-2605 – ME-2693.
Typed translated copies of casualty lists from KSU-43 – KSU-2956; KU-1801 – KU-3733.
Typed translated copies of casualty lists from A1000, USA-1000.A1 Misc. JAs; misc. Volumes I II, misc. Volumes I, II.
Typed translated copies of POW transfer lists, Volumes 1,3. Volumes 2,4 (2 copies).
Typed translated copies of casualty lists, Allied POW lists; alphabetical list of deceased POWs A-Z.
Typed translated copies of misc. reports; index of USA POWs; American Group No. 96 – 444.
Typed translated copies of Master File Reference Book HN confiscated items USA-1 – 200; Material Evaluation 1945.
Typed translated copies of lists of American POWs; correspondence concerning POW property; KUA reports; and misc. KU, J, and KU reports.
Typed translated copies of lists of deceased POWs A-Z.
Typed translated copies of index on RUS-21 – RUS-6016.
Typed translated copies of index on RUS-6016.
Typed translated copies of lists of American POWs; correspondence concerning POW property; KUA reports; and misc. KU, J, and KU reports.
Cables & telegrams from the International Red Cross, Geneva, Switzerland, to the POW Information Bureau, Washington, D.C. Censor Lists 4 – 60.
Tokyo Cables: 1075-1245, 1408-2564, 2673-3160, 3160-3272, 3278-3290.
Typed translated copies of Death Lists 1 – 34.
Typed translated copies of Death Lists 1 – 34.
Typed translated copies of Death Lists 35 – 53.
Typed translated copies of Death Lists 54 – 80.
Typed translated copies of casualty lists from KU-1051 – KU-3800:
Typed translated copies of casualty lists from KU-1051 – KU-3800:
Typed index on Case Numbers KU-1 – KU-1410.
Typed Index on Case Numbers KU-1411 – KU-2360.
Typed translated copies of casualty lists from KU-2361 – KU-3120.
Typed translated copies of casualty lists from KU-3121 – KU-3797.
Typed translated copies of casualty lists from KU-1 – KU-3800.
Box 189 Typed translated copies on casualty lists from J-303 - J-2750.
Box 190 Typed " " " " " J-2750 - J-3000;
Box 191 Typed translated copies on casualty lists from ME-1643 - ME-2780;
Box 192 Typed translated copies on casualty lists from AV-1 - AV-2412/45.
Box 193 " " " " " J-2 - J-3205; KE, KS, USA 1000A,
KU, J, AND KSU reports.
Box 194 Typed translated copies on casualty lists from USA-1000; KU-559A-KU-1276A;
transfer lists and misc. reports; and another KU-559A-KU-1279A.
Box 195 Two bound volumes of lists of American airmen shot down over Rumanian terri-
tory 1943-1944; four folders of Rumanian correspondence concerning American
airmen, six folders of French Red Cross material; and misc. Flak reports.
Box 196 Original German Flak reports on the downing of Allied aircrafts & the capture
of crew during WW II.
Box 197 Photocopies of German Flak records, listings of priorities of defense
objectives requiring ant-aircraft protection.
Germany-Air Defense Objectives Ia/Flak.
Luftgaukommando I - Lg. I. No. I - XIV.
" II - Lg. II. No. I-III.
" III- Lg. III. No. I - XXV.
" " III-Lg. III. No. XXVI- XXXVI.
" IV - Lg. IV. No. I - III.
" V - Lg. V. No. I - III.
" VI - Lg. VI. No. I- XV.
" " VI-Lg. VI. No. XVI - XXVI.
" VII - Lg. VIII. No. I - XV.
" VIII - Lg. VIII. N. I - XV.
" XI - Lg. XI. No. I - XII.
" XII - Lg. XII. No. I - XIII.
" XIX Lg. XIII. No. I.
" XIV Lg. XIV. No. I- II.
" " XVII - Lg. XVII. No. I - XIV.
Miscellaneous Flak records. No. I - IX.

Approximately 3920 original German and translated documents.

Thanks to the Columbia River Chapter, Pete Connacher and Ann Bressi.

Stan Sommers
American Ex-Prisoners of War, Inc.
National Chairman
POW Medical Research
1410 Adler Road
Marshfield, WI 54449